Chapter 5
Conclusion and recommendation

Conclusion
The research of Roles of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development the Upper Northern Thailand under the Philosophy of Sufficiency Economy had the objective, research design and research results as follow:

Research Objective.
This research has an objective for:
1. To study the Role of Christian Women Organization in Community Development in the Upper Northern Thailand under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
2. To analyze the factor relating to the Role of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
3. To study the impact of Christian Women Organization Role performance in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept to the community development.
4. To study the problems and obstacles of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

Research design
In this research, the researcher used Mixed Methods Designs type Explanatory Sequential Design that was collect the quantitative data first and then, follow with qualitative data. From that, analyzed both data for answer the research questions.

Research population
Target populations in this study were 637 Christian Woman Organization in the Upper Northern Thailand.

Sample Group
There were two sample groups in this study as follow:

First Sample Group.
Sample group in quantitative research were 245 organizations. The researcher sampling from 637 Christian Woman Organization. The researcher calculated the size of sample group by using the Taro Yamane’s formula (1967) and took sample by using Multi Stage Sampling technique.
Second Sample Group.

Sample group in qualitative research, the researcher chose one of successful organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept and one of the least success in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept from 637 organizations.

Research Instrument and Instrument Quality.

The instrument for quantitative research was Questionnaire and instrument for qualitative were Focus group Interview, Tape Recorder and Camera. There searcher reviewed literature that related the research objectives, assign the conceptual framework, created the research instrument as Questionnaire and Focus group Interview. For Validity Checking in the questionnaire that created can direct measure for what we need and cover the limit of the content, the researcher brought the instrument to the expert professional in Christian Woman Organization and the Thesis Advisor Committees and asking for their suggestion in the instrument revision. Then, back for questionnaire revision and gave back to the Thesis Advisor Committees for validity before used.

For reliability, the researcher used the instrument test in 20 population that’s similar to the research populations. Collecting data to the statistics analysis for reliability coefficient by using method of Cronbach (1951) reference by Edward and Richard (1979: 44) it was found that the questionnaire;

Section 3 Factor relating and helpful in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
Section 4 Problems and barriers in following Sufficiency Economy Concept of the Christian Woman Organization.
Section 5 Christian Woman Organization Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
Got Cronbach’s alpha as;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Alpha Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 3</td>
<td>0.8552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 4</td>
<td>0.8037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 5</td>
<td>0.8210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection

In this research, the researcher was collected data from October 2551 – October 2552 by asking the 245 organization’s committees. For qualitative data, the researcher used the Focus group Interview with 2 Christian Woman Organization that successful and least success in their work.
Data Analysis

In this research used the Mixed-Methods Design that consists of quantitative and qualitative research that try to answer research question as:

1. How Christian Woman Organization have their Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept?
2. What factors relating to the level of role of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy?
3. Does Christian Woman Organization Role performance has an impact on Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept?
4. What’s the problem and obstacles of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept?

In both research methods had data analysis as:
1. Quantitative Data Analysis.
   For quantitative analysis, the following null hypotheses and alternative hypotheses were tested in the study:

Null Hypotheses

H₀ – 1: There is no combination of variables that statistically significantly related to the level of Christian Woman Organization Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
H₀ – 2: The level of Christian Woman Organization Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept has no statistical significantly related to the level of Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

Alternative Hypotheses

Hₐ – 1: There is a combination of variables that statistically significantly related to the level of Christian Woman Organization Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
Hₐ – 2: The level of Christian Woman Organization Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept has statistical significantly related to the level of Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
For the method of data analyses to answer the 4 research questions mentioned, the researcher employed the statistics analysis as follow:

Research question one.
For research question one were analyzed the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept using descriptive statistics, including frequencies, percentages, means, minimum, maximum and standard deviations.

Research question two.
For research question two were analyzed the factor relating to the level of role of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy or H0 – 1 tested using Hierarchical Regression Analysis to determine significant predictor variables for the criterion variable (the level of the role of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy).

Research question three.
For research question three were analyzed for finding the relation between the level of Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept of the Christian Woman Organization and the level of Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept or H0 – 2 tested using Simple Regression.

Research question four.
For research question four were analyzed problems and barriers of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy by using descriptive statistics, frequencies, percentages, means, and standard deviations.

For questions that related to the opinion by the responder can give their opinion in any issue follow 5 level of Likert’s Scale as:
1= very low
2 =low
3 =moderate
4 =high
5=very high

The researcher analyzed by using Weight Mean Score and gave meaning by comparison with this conscription:
Average score 1.00 - 1.80 mean very low
Average score 1.81 - 2.60 mean low
Average score 2.61 - 3.40 mean moderate
Average score 3.41 - 4.20 mean high
Average score 4.21 - 5.00 mean very high
2. Qualitative Data Analysis.

The researcher collected data from documents, Focus group Interview, Observation and separated data for analyzing by Content Analysis.

**Research Finding**

In this research, the researcher presented research finding in 2 section as follow:

1. Quantitative Finding.
2. Qualitative Finding.

**1. Quantitative Research Finding.**

1.1. Data analysis result of some basic character of the Christian Woman Organization.

From the study of some basic data of the 245 Christian Woman Organization’s sample group found that: the Christian Woman Organization had the average age at 48 years old, minimum 3 years old and maximum 159 years old. The Christian Woman Organization had their average experiences in community development at 22 years. They work under Sufficiency Economy Concept in average time for 7 years. The average time of participation in other organization were 4 times a year. Christian Woman Organization had their average members at 122 person, minimum 20 person and maximum 700 person. By average, Christian Woman Organization members would participate in organization activities at 69 percent. 30 percentage of Christian Woman Organization located in urban, 13 percent were in skirt of the city, 57 percent were in rural area. The average number of Number of those who taking care of Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept was 1 person and their average age were 40 – 50 years old.

For money found that, Christian Woman Organization got supported in budget form their church at average 8,130.61 Baht/year. Christian Woman Organization got supported in budget form other organization at average 5,942.86 Baht/year.

1.2. Data analysis result of Christian Woman Organization in their work of Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the study of Christian Woman Organization in the Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept from 4 side of management principle (4 M) as Men, Money, Management and Material can concluded as:

Men. From the study found that Christian Woman Organization 49.4 % have 1 person who taking care in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept and found that those who taking care in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept were in average age at 47.5 years old and the average education were in Diploma.
Money. Christian Woman Organization got supported from their church in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept in average of 8,130.61 Baht/year and got supported in budget form other organization at average 5,942.86 Baht/year. In the same times the expense average was 22,795.9 Baht/year.

Management. From the study of Christian Woman Organization Management in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept was study in management frame work of Gulick (1970) by divided the duty of the manager into 7 things as:

- Planning
- Organizing
- Staffing
- Directing
- Coordinating
- Reporting
- Budgeting

that we wrote in POSDCORB.

From data analysis of the management in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept of Sample Group found that, most of Christian Woman Organization used POSDCORB principle in high level as: Planning, Reporting, Coordinating, Directing, Organizing, Staffing and budgeting as in line.

Material. From the interviewing of the committee whose taking care in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept in any Christian Woman Organization sample group, by let them gave their opinion in the material that was use to supporting their work in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept was high or low level, found that only 0.8% of Christian Woman Organizations said that the material for supporting their work was in high level.

In the result of Qualitative research from Focus group Discussion, it was found that both organizations using the principle of 4 M. in their work but got the difference impact in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. In the successful organization, their committees and members worked together, planning together, arranging, finding budget and materials for supporting their work. Cooperated for participation with other organizations for the community development. But, in the lowest success organization that’s the big organization, they had no organization management, no planning, no personnel who taking care in community development and because of their good economic, they did not interested and participated in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

1.3. Data analysis result of the factor related to the community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the work of Christian Woman Organization in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept in the Upper Northern Thailand it was found that, organization sample group that got helpful factors in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept in high level. When considerate in the helpful factor that’s got in highest level in their rural area were soil, water and forest. Down there were community facilities as road, water supply, electricity, telephone and transportation including another government services as: health care and school. Apart from that, Christian
Woman Organization got the high level of helpful factors that’s related to community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept as: other organization supported in budget, knowledge, men and material included other organization both government and non-government that’s supported their work in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From Focus group Discussion in two sample groups found that, in the successful and lowest success organization in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept had the useful factors for development in both organizations. In the first organization, their factors were the fertile natural resource and environment that useful for life being. This organization brought the Sufficiency Economy Concept for encouraged the sustainable natural resource and environment conservation. In factors of facility and any government services, organization and community members were coordinated and asked for participation and supporting from internal and external community in budget, technical, men and material.

In the second organization, they had many useful factors in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, but organization and community members did not see the important and bring for community development, thought those factors were only the factor for daily life.

1.4. Data analysis result of Christian Woman Organization’s problems in their work under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the problem analysis of Christian Woman Organization in their work under Sufficiency Economy Concept it was found that Christian Woman Organization had problems at a moderate level. The important problems were the government policy was not seriously emphasize in Sufficiency Economy, the government service is not spread over all, family economic state still depend on the external factors, some organization members got stuck in extravagant economy. Those problems were related to Christian Woman Organization in their work under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From data study of Qualitative research found that; in the first organization had low problems in working under Sufficiency Economy, when they had any problems, they solved together by using the Principle of Sufficiency Economy in their thinking, deciding and practicing for the useful of community as an important. But in the second organization, When they had internal problems as the organization committees and members did not give an important for working under Sufficiency Economy Concept. Organization members were fallen in lavishness economy, no learning, no participation in community, had full of facilities, that’s the reason why they would not think about sustainable community development.

1.5. Data analysis result of Christian Woman Organization’s Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the study of Roles of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under the philosophy of Sufficiency Economy, it as found 10 issue in table 5 as;
Christian Woman Organization sample groups had acting role in high level in 9 issues and 1 very high issue that can explain as:

Christian Woman Organization sample groups had a highest role in teaching people about religion believer in soul development for life going under Sufficiency Economy Concept and had a high level in any 9 issue as in line:

Christian Woman Organization had high Role in the leader for fighting in environment and natural resource sustainable conservation. Participated with community in problems analyzing and solve the problems under Sufficiency Economy Concept. Coordinated and participated with other organization in the work of community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. Gave consultation and help when there were problems in any project under Sufficiency Economy Concept. Had to be the center of following and evaluating in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept by arranged the training, seminary, and gave documents to people in community. Arranged the community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept Project. Arranged the budget for community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. Also had Role in supported the community development in Material and Men under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From Qualitative data found that the highest success organization in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept had high roles in community as roles in encourage and emphasize knowledge and understanding in Sufficiency Economy Concept, encouraged the sustainable natural resource and environment conservation, arranged the saving group and agricultural producing group for the strange of community, participated in solving problems as reasonable, used the local wisdom, depart from gamble for changing their life under Sufficiency Economy Concept, lowest in debt from doing sufficient life under Sufficiency Economy Concept, help and share in community.

In the second organization that was lowest in success had not much roles in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. These organization roles were supported in budget, technical and personnel in other organization that locate in the same community. Few role in natural resource and environment conservation, fighting for problems of drug and gambling in community.

1.6.Finding from data analysis in the impact of Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the study in community that the Christian Woman Organization base on about the impact or any change after the organization had their Role in
community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, it was found that: most of them had an environment conservation, had a saving group, had a reasonable in participation in problem solving, used a rural wisdom, had sufficiency life-being, community members suspended from a path of ruin for life changing under Sufficiency Economy Concept, community members lowered in debt after followed Sufficiency Economy Concept, there were help and share in community. The upper issues were the impacts that happened from community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept of Christian Woman Organization.

The impact from Qualitative research found that: When the first Christian Woman Organization was developed Community under Sufficiency Economy Concept, the impact from role of organization were the system of organization management, lowest problems in work, had good community facilities and got supported from other organization in many part as; budget, men and technical. Got the impacts from working in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept as; saving group in community, natural resource and environment conservation, grouping in commercial for more power in bargain with external community, emphasize knowledge and understanding in Sufficiency Economy Concept to people in and out of community.

In the second organization found that; there were least activities participation and not often, had no good system in organization management, organization committees and members had no understanding in Sufficiency Economy Concept that’s made problems in work. When they are in civilization area, complete facilities, then they feel that Sufficiency Economy Concept was not necessary for them. Their vocational were as each once, not depended on each other, no participation for the useful of economic, no saving group, only participated in some community activities. These organization Role had no impact for community development.

1.7. Data analysis result of factors related to the Christian Woman Organization’s Role in the Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the Hierarchical Regression Analysis conclusion, There were 7 variables related to the dependent variable (Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept). Those factors were number of members who often participated in organization activities, Woman Organization that locate in skirt of the city, Age of men who taking care of work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, management in community development by using POSDCORB principle, problems and obstacles in the work of community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, helpful factors in community facility, helpful factors in other organization supported. Factors that had a positive correlated with Role acting of Christian Woman
Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept were number of members whose always participated in organization activities, Age of men who taking care of work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept management in community development by using POSDCORB principle, helpful factors in community facility and helpful factors from other organization supported. Variable that had negative correlated with Woman Organization that located in skirt of the city, problems and obstacles in the work of community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the study of factors related to the Christian Woman Organization’s Role in the Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept of the highest and lowest success organization, it was found that; number of members who often participated in organization activities, located of organization, quality of men who taking care of work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, organization management, problems in work, community facilities and supporting from other organization related to the role acting of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. It was found; that The organization that located on rural area, members always participated in activities, organization committee had a good quality, system of organization management, had low problem in work, god community facilities, got many supported from other organization in budget, men and technical, working in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept got good impact as; saving group in community, natural resource and environment conservation, grouping in commercial for more power in bargain with external community, emphasize knowledge and understanding in Sufficiency Economy Concept to people in and out of community.

In the urban organization, had many organization members found that; there were least activities participation and not often, had no good system in organization management, organization committees and members not understand in Sufficiency Economy Concept that’s made problems in work. When they are in development area, complete facilities, then they feel that Sufficiency Economy Concept was not necessary for them. Their economic not depended on the other, no participation for the useful of economic, no saving group, only participated in some community activities.

1.8. Data analysis in the impact of the Christian Woman Organization’s Role in the Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From Simple Regression Conclusion it was found that, Christian Woman Organization’s Roles has a statistical significantly on Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.
From the result of Focus group Discussion in two organization that had difference success in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept., it was concluded that both organization had difference role in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. The impact of community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept were difference, but the Role of Christian Women Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept had an impact on Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

2. Qualitative research finding.

From the Focus group Discussion with the 2 organization’s committees that work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept that was successful and least success found that:
There were different between the two organizations in their Role of community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept because of their different area.

The First Organization that’s the rural organization had a high Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept as: Role in giving knowledge of Sufficiency Economy Concept, Role in natural resource and environment conservation extension, Role in saving group and agricultural producing group for community strongly extension, participation in problem solvent as reasonable, used a rural intelligence, Role in giving knowledge of Sufficiency Economy Concept and Role in project following and evaluation in community. Had sufficiency life-being, community members suspended from a path of ruin for life changing under Sufficiency Economy Concept, debt lowdown from following Sufficiency Economy Principle and had help and share in community.

In the Second Organization that’s the urban organization, there were least of Role in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, only Role in supported in Budget, Knowledge and Men with other organization in their community. Had Role in natural resources and environment conservation extension, Role in gamble and drug problems resist in community?

There were many factors relating to the different of Role in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept of the two organization such as: number of members who often participated in organization activities, located area of organization, qualities of men who taking care of work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, organization management, problems and barriers in their work, community facilities and other organization supporting.

It was found that, the rural organization that had number of members who often participated in organization activities, organization committees had a good qualities, had a good system in organization management, had least problems and barrier in work, had a good community facilities, and got participated in supporting from other organization in Budget, Men and
Knowledge, Their work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept were success as: had saving group in community, had a natural resource and environment conservation, had a participation in producing group for community strongly and more power in market and had a giving knowledge and made understanding in Sufficiency Economy Concept to people in and out of community.

For the urban organization, there were many members but, least in participation in organization activities, organization management were not in good level, organization committees and organization members were not understand in Sufficiency Economy Concept that’s made problems in work. When they were in the development area that’s have fully facilities, they feel as Sufficiency Economy Concept were not necessary for them, they had their own occupation, not depend on another, no combination for economic profit, no saving group, only some participated with nearly community.

When brought the result of quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis for comparison, it was found that, both analysis were relating and supporting each other.

Discussion

From the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for finding factors that relating to the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept found that, there were some variables related to the level of the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept that can brought for implication as follow:

1. **Organization Located Area**

   From the analysis found that, organization areas were related to the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. The Christian Woman Organization that locate on rural area with a good natural environment, the relationship of the people in community were very good, understanding and helping each other, gave much important in community development and would have Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept more than the urban organization. Titaya(1984) said that “Culture and tradition in the social is the important part to assign the position and ought to-role”. Those two organization were in difference area that had difference culture and tradition, the relationship in community might be difference.

2. **Number of members who always participated in organization activities.**

   From the analysis found that, number of members who often participated in organization activities was positive related to the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. That’s mean any Christian Woman Organization that had much number of members who often participated in organization activities, that organization would have much Role in Community Development under
Sufficiency Economy Concept and most of those organization base on rural area. There were many members participated in organization activities because of a good relation in community, there were influencing environment for members to participated. Members saw the important of participation in organization. Then, the Christian Woman Organization would have Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept and got more result. Huda (1985) gave the meaning of Role as: “Role is mean the relation impact that’s have a plan in acting and learning of the person in the sociality participation.”

3. Age of men who taking care of work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

From the analysis found that, age of men who taking care of work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept was positive related to the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. Can explained that, any organization that’s have an older age of men who taking care of work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept that organization would have Role in community development more than the Christian Woman Organization that had the younger men in work. The reason was because any organization that’s have an older age of men always got the respectful from people in community and the acting of Role in community development would get more participation than the organization that’s have younger men. Especially, in community that’s base on rural area that’s have their cultural in elder respective. When there was good participation, the work in community development of Christian Woman Organization might get good result.

4. Management in Community Development by using POSDCORB Principle.

From the Hierarchical Regression Analysis found that, the using of management principle POSDCORB in the work of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept and the positive relation to the Role of Christian Woman Organization that’s have a good and full management would have more Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept than the organization that’s not used the POSDCORB. Because of the using of management principle would make the clearly plan in work that’s would make a good work running, good model and always got supported from other organization.

5. Problems and obstacles in the work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept.

In this research found that, problem and barrier of organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept has negative relation to the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. That’s mean, if the
Christian Woman Organization had least problem and barrier in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept would make more chance for them to work in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. Because any work that had much problems, the workers would have dishearten and don’t want to work, the result of work that’s came out would not good enough. In the same times, any organization that’s have this problems, the people in community would not want to participate in organization work.

From the Hierarchical Regression Analysis found that, the influencing factors in community facility was positive relation to Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. That’s mean, if they have much factors in community facility, the Christian Woman Organization in that area would acted their Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept more than the Christian Woman Organization that’s have least community facility in their area. Because of much accommodation, their work would run faster and all over. The work of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept would get good result.

7. Other Organization Supporting.
The finding of this research was, other organization supporting was positive relation to the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. That’s mean, if the Christian Woman Organization got much supporting from other organization would make that organization had much Role in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept. The receiver of supporting from other organization in Budget, Knowledge, Men and Material might make that Christian Woman Organization have more good quality work.

Conclusion, all variables that’s mentioned had related to the level of Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development by related from the organization area. From the research finding found that, people in rural organization area had more relationship than people in urban. There were participation, helpful and participated in activities more than urban organization that the people in urbanism. In rural society, they respected the elder in community; most of the organization committees were old and got a good respect from community. Different from urban organization that’s always considered from knowledge and proficiency for voting to be the organization committee.

When the committees got respected from community, the organization management would be the important factor for management. The organization that’s used the principle of POSDCORB would have dexterous in their work. When they got the results from their work in organization community development, they would have chance to get much supporting from other organization. When their work were quality, problems and barrier in work would be least or no problems and that community facilities were the important factor that influencing to organization work,
the work in community development would successful. The rural Christian Woman Organization would be successful more than the urban Christian Woman Organization because of many different factors as said.

For qualitative research finding in two sample groups, it was found that, in the successful and lowest success organization in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept had the useful factors for development in both organizations. In the first organization, their factors were the fertile natural resource and environment that useful for life being. This organization brought the Sufficiency Economy Concept for encouraged the sustainable natural resource and environment conservation. In factors of facility and any government services, organization and community members were coordinated and asked for participation and supporting from internal and external community in budget, technical, men and material.

In the second organization, they had many useful factors in community development under Sufficiency Economy Concept, but organization and community members did not see the important and bring for community development, thought those factors were only the factor for daily life.

Ralph Linton, the Human Science said that “position, status is the role assign, which in that position can do as their role or not depend on many factors as personality of their role, kind of society, including the society tradition and culture.”

Recommendation

1. Recommendation from the research.

In this study, the researcher had a suggestion for work adjustment in community development of the Church of Christ in Thailand under Sufficiency Economy Concept for good quality and more profit.

1. From the finding of research, there were low number of committees who work under Sufficiency Economy Concept, the manager would put more personnel in care and follow up the organization process. The organization committee might be adding more personnel who work in sufficiency projects.

2. The organization committees have to taking care and follow up the result of members activities and also coordinate and help in every part.

3. Because of the Christian Woman Organization activities belong to the Church of Christ in Thailand, in the work line of Woman Department of the Church of Christ in Thailand, Christian Woman Committees of the Church of Christ in Thailand might be put more interesting and supporting for local Christian Woman Organizations. When the local Christian Woman Organization support themselves for developing, the profit will be with the organization members, family, community and also country. Christian Woman of the Church of Christ in Thailand have to coordinate with any organization that relating both government and non-government for profit coordination to Christian Woman Organization as much as they can.

4. Christian Woman Committee of the Church of Christ in Thailand have to stress on knowledge development and understanding in Sufficiency Economy Concept, support in wealth for investment, finding market and
organization developing for members to learn and bring the Sufficiency Economy Concept to use and get more profit than nowadays that will go to participation of Christian Woman Organization members to participate more in community development.

2. Recommendation for the next research

In this research, the researcher had a suggestion to whom might be study about Woman Organization as follows:

2.1. Should study in the Role of Christian Woman Organization in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept in another region of Thailand for comparison with this research.

2.2. Should study the impact of other organizations in Community Development under Sufficiency Economy Concept that’s respond to the need of organization members and community.